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 Fluidity is a big part of working out. Our big box wants to promote a never ending circuit 

of motion. Our paths become the main focus of circulation. No more yielding to traffi  c. No more 

yielding to anything. The architecture itself supports a continuous fl ow. The path connections 

throughout the design provide for the continuity of workout circuits. From a 5K run to a full 

marathon, our big box or boxes will provide the ultimate experience of continuous motion. Run, 

walk, bike or rollerblade in our box, anyone can fi nd a path that is just right for their healthy lifestyle.
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 Being healthy means being balanced. It is just as important to cool down as it is to workout. The transition 

between the two is where our atmosphere helps. We create a lively exterior zone for the intense workout, but as 

you travel inward towards the center of the box, the zone shifts from lively to peaceful serenity. However, the shift 

in zones is not limited to the x, y axis; this transition in our box also allows the individual to move upwards on the z 

axis. This secondary transition will further promote a healthy balance in our big box living environment. From lively 

and public activity to calm and tranquil inner/upper zones, our box is the ultimate escape into a balanced lifestyle of 

blissful serenity and active verve. 
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� Nutrition is paramount when living a healthy lifestyle. The 80/20 rule is the ideal proportioning system in balancing a proper diet and occasionally 

indulging in life’s gastronomical pleasures. The healthy body also needs a healthy environment. In our big box, natural light is elemental. It provides the energy 

and motivation needed to accomplish one’s goal. In dynamically adapting the 80/20 rule as a desired lighting condition, our box will animate and respond to our 

vibrant spaces and paths. The light bands respond to our paths and then our paths connect and respond to our interior environment. Light is the binding force 

and dynamic fusion of motion and space.
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SEMI-PRIVATE

VERTICAL HIERARCHY OF PRIVACY
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By bringing the outside in, a seamless and unifying relationship is built between the exterior and interior spaces. This relationship is the quintessence of a healthy and balanced environment. The transition is unrestricted and 

continuous. Nature, people and vehicles move fl uidly from outside to in. This balanced environment promotes a harmony of spatial relationships. The roads and paths fl ow into our box and the light bands act in response to them, 

which helps to pull you through the space.  As vehicular roads cross through our box, the fl oor plane meets the ground plane. Where the fl oor plane undulates, our exterior façade responds by creating new paths and the new paths 

create new light bands. Moving from the interior to exterior zones throughout our box, our public zones become vibrant with motion and dynamic interaction. From corner to corner our boxes connect together and our environment 

becomes a symphony of paths.  Ultimately, our box becomes complimentary where the choice between environments is simply that they are one in the same. 
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 A healthy body needs blissful rest and rigorous exercise 

and our box recognizes this importance. No space is off  

limits and all space is responsive. Exercise is embedded into 

the public zones and rest is the separation from the public. 

As our box fl ows into the inward and upwards zones, a 

peaceful transition is the norm. The exterior zones are a hive 

of activity and a playground for the active individual. Our big 

box ultimate goal is one of maintaining a perfect balance. 

Physical, mental, or spiritual, our box responds to these needs 

and nurtures each element. It is the ideal ebb and fl ow of the 

human body.
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 The intent of a workout is for it to be challenging. More importantly, increasing the 

challenges of a workout is the ultimate goal. Our box off ers a wide variety of increasing 

challenges. It responds and adapts to the need for a greater test of strength and endurance. The 

various fl oor plates and multiple paths increase in elevation and intensity throughout our box, 

therefore our terrain will off er a challenge for any level 

of workout. The end result will be tailored workouts 

specifi c to any healthy lifestyle.
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� Movement is a keystone to a healthy lifestyle and an intense workout. Our big box off ers a wide range and 

fl exibility from path to path, ultimately connecting our broad network of big boxes together. The change of elevation in 

our fl oor plate and paths will allow for diff erent intensities of challenges as it also responds to the varying programs in 

each individual box. These sloping grade changes 

will create diff erent spatial environments that 

parallel the programs of our box. The diff erence of 

ground plane to fl oor plane will become the natural 

separator of vehicle and public motion. The roads 

on the ground plane are carved gently from the 

topography and allow the car to fl ow from space to 

space and box to box. Whereas the changing grades 

in the fl oor plate will become a space for public 

fl ow and activity. Box to box or within our box, the 

freedom to move, merge, or weave from space 

to space has endless possibilities for any desired 

motion.



Big Box 1
Big Box 2

Big Box 1

Big Box 2

PLAN

SECTION

RUNNING PATHS

SECTION

4 elements of design

lightingcorners

fl oor plate

paths

MARATHON

INTERCITY CONNECTION

5K

SMALL CLUSTER

10K

CITY CLUSTER
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60 ft 120 ft

Longitudinal�

60 ft 120 ft

Transverse
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5 K Path

10 K Path

15 K Path
Three paths weave their way through the city - in, around, up, and over roadways and big boxes.  
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Light bands correspond to the roads and paths that weave through the big box. 



utilization of roofscape
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The Healthy big box uses a marathon track to provide a link to each Big Box city 

within an overall layout.  Each big box city becomes a major checkpoint for runners 

and adventurers alike. 
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Plan

Scale: 1/16” = 1’-0”

Front View

NTS

The peel back entrance allows for a seamless entry or exit from inside to out.  The absence of doors 

also allows for the enless circuit of motion along the paths.  
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ROADS

PARKING

PLAN

SECTION





The ergonomic furniture caters to each individual and helps emphasize the concept of an all embodying health. 







Side View
Scale: 1/8”= 1’-0”

Side View
Scale: 1/8”= 1’-0”

Side View
Scale: 1/8”= 1’-0”

Solo Residence Duo Residence Team Residence

Front View
Scale: 1/8”= 1’-0”

Front View
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Front View
Scale: 1/8”= 1’-0”

Plan
Scale: 1/8”= 1’-0”

Plan
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Plan
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Front View
Scale: 1/16”= 1’-0”

Side View A
Scale: 1/16”= 1’-0”

Side View B
Scale: 1/16”= 1’-0”

Back View
Scale: 1/16”= 1’-0”















I have neither given nor recieved any unauthorized aid in completing this work nor have I used anyone else’s work as my own.  


